
Day with the Glow Family



Our task

⚫ Learn new words
⚫ Improve our English
⚫ Learn Present Simple
⚫ Learn prepositions of time
⚫ Make a story about usual  day



Listen and match the word combinations 

⚫ Wake up 
⚫ Get dressed
⚫ Have breakfast
⚫ Leave home
⚫ Have a snack
⚫ Do homework
⚫ Get home
⚫ Have dinner

⚫ study at home
⚫ have a meal in the 

morning
⚫ have a meal in the 

afternoon
⚫ come back home
⚫ stop sleeping
⚫ go away from home
⚫ eat between meals
⚫ Put on your clothes
 



                   

                         Exercise 3 (P. 34)

1. The Glows have breakfast at 7.30 am.

2. The twins walk to school.

3. Rudolph goes to school by car.

4. They get home at 2.45 pm.

5. The Glows have dinner at 8 pm. 

true
false

false
false
true



What do you usually do in the 
afternoon?

In the afternoon, 
my sister goes to 
her friends. …

Remember

Tom goes to his friend.
Alicen plays badminton.
Sam watches TV.









Alice`s day.
1.  Then I   …    home and   …     to school.
2.   I     …    up at quarter to seven in the 
morning,   …   dressed  and   …   breakfast.
3.  In the evening, I   …   dinner at eight 
o`clock.
4. In the afternoon, I   …   home at quarter
 past three.
5. Then I   …  a snack and  …  my 

homework.

leave go
wake

get have
have

get

have do
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Make phrases:

Surf
Make
Sleep
Play
Read
Look at
Watch
Paint 

TV
the Internet
the stars
chess
books about inventions
model skyscrapers
pictures of animals
on the rug



Surf the Internet
Make model skyscrapers
Sleep on the rug
Play chess
Read books about inventions
Look at the stars
Watch TV
Paint pictures of animals



What do they usually do in the morning,  in 
the afternoon,      in the evening?

⚫ Mandy  

                    
⚫ Helga

⚫ Rudolph



At our lesson we have …. 

⚫ learned new words

⚫ improved our English

⚫ learned Present Simple

⚫ learned prepositions of time

⚫ made a story about usual  day



Good luck


